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Primary mesodermal dysgenesis of the cornea, also known as Peter´s anomaly (PA) or
keratolenticular dysgenesis, is a rare congenital eye condition caused by an abnormal
development of the anterior segment. PA is characterized by unilateral or bilateral
corneal opacity (leucoma), that appears since the early neonatal period. The incidence
of PA in the United States of America is approximately 1.5 per 100,000 live births.
PA is known as Peters-plus syndrome when it presents with systemic malformations.
In this article we describe the clinical presentation of an 18-year-old patient with PA
that arrived to medical consultation due to bilateral corneal opacities since birth. The
patient´s parents refer that he has hypoacusis and deny other systemic pathologies.
Clinical exploration reveals a visual acuity of 20/30 of the right eye and 20/100 of the
left eye. According to the clinical findings and the absence of systemic anomalies, the
patient was diagnosed with PA type II.

Introduction. Primary mesodermal dysgenesis of the
cornea, also known as Peter´s anomaly (PA) or keratolenticular dysgenesis, is a rare congenital eye condition
caused by an abnormal development of the anterior segment. This anomaly was first described by Albert Peters, a
German ophthalmologist. PA is characterized by unilateral
or bilateral corneal opacity (leucoma), that appears since
the early neonatal period [1, 4]. This anomaly can be associated with other ocular anomalies, such as: glaucoma,
cataract, microphthalmia, optic nerve hypoplasia, aphakia, aniridia, and retinal anomalies [1, 8]. Histologically,
Iridocorneal adhesions appear at the edge of the opacity,
and Descemet membrane and endothelium are absent in
the area of the opacity [5]. PA can be divided into two subtypes: type I (central corneal stromal opacity associated
with iridocorneal adhesions, with no lens involvement)
and type II (presence of keratolenticular adhesions and/
or cataract) [3].
PA is known as Peters-plus syndrome when it presents with systemic malformations, like mental retardation,
cleft lip and palate, shorter limbs, short stature, abnormal
ears, and developmental delay. This syndrome is associated with homozygous mutations in the B3GLCT gene
[2, 4, 7]. Brain imaging findings associated with PA are
mainly corpus callosum abnormalities and malformations
of cortical development. Other less common reported abnormalities are hypoplasia of the cerebellar vermis, absent
septum pellucidum, hippocampus abnormalities and cerebral calcification [8].
The incidence of PA varies around the world. In North
China, congenital corneal opacities (CCO) represent 13%

of the pediatric keratoplasties. In India, 12% of corneal
transplantations in children were for CCO. In Spain, the
incidence of CCO was reported as 3.11 out of 100,000
births. In the United States of America, PA represents de
65% of corneal transplants in infants and its incidence is
approximately 1.5 per 100,000 live births [5, 7].
Most cases are sporadic, but autosomal dominant and
recessive inheritance have also been reported. Several
gene mutations have been reported in PA, some of the
implicated genes are FOXC1, FOXE3, PAX6, PITX2/
RIEG1, and CYP1B1 [4, 7]. Faber et al recently described
that a mutation in the COL4A1 gene, which encodes for
collagen Ivα1, may be associated with PA [4]. These genes
are involved in the differentiation and migration of neural
crest migration to the posterior cornea. The central corneal opacity is formed by the incomplete separation of the
corneal epithelium and the lens vesicle. The failure in the
migration of neural crest cells into the anterior segment is
also involved [10].
Treatment of PA depends on the size, localization, laterality, and associated anomalies. Treatment options are
observation, penetrating keratoplasty, controlling glaucoma and cataract surgery [1, 7].
This study aimed to describe the clinical presentation,
ophthalmologic evaluation findings, additional studies and
treatment of an 18-year-old patient with PA.
Case report

An 18-year-old patient arrives for ophthalmologic
consultation due to bilateral congenital corneal opacities
without diagnosis. The patient reported that he had begun
to have blurred vision for 5 years. That´s why he received
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medical attention at other health centers. In these centers,
he was treated with unspecified topical medication without
improvement. A history of ocular inflammation or other
symptoms could not be specified.
The patient´s parents refer that he has hypoacusis and
deny other systemic pathologies. Clinical exploration reveals a visual acuity of 20/30 of the right eye and 20/100
of the left eye. Biomicroscopic evaluation shows right
eye with a leucoma in the corneal stroma that extended to
Descemet's membrane and endothelium, presence of pigment (figure 1), deep anterior chamber angle; the rest of
the anterior segment within normal limits. Left eye had a
leucoma that compromises Descemet's membrane and endothelium, deep anterior chamber angle and opacity of the
lens (figure 2). Fundus examination was normal in both
eyes. No signs of keratolenticular adhesion were found.
According to the clinical findings and the absence of
systemic anomalies, PA type II was suspected and proper
genetical studies were solicitated. The clinical diagnosis
was confirmed by the genetical studies that revealed a
FOXC1 gene mutation. Observation was decided as treatment due to the actual visual acuity. Periodic follow up
was established to evaluate complications such as glaucoma and to program a cataract surgery when required.
Discussion

In the case reported in this article, the patient presents
with bilateral congenital corneal opacities localized in the
stroma. He also presented a central opacity of the lens in
the left eye. These findings are consistent with PA type
II. Peter´s plus was discarded because the patient didn´t
present systemic anomalies, and he had a normal growth
and development. PA must be differentiated from other
CCO. Also, other ocular and systemic anomalies must be
inquired.
CCO is a term that comprise a group of diseases of the
eye that are present at birth and cause loss of transparency
of the cornea. Incidence of CCO is 2.2 to 3.11 per 100,000
births. It is more frequent that the alteration is bilateral.
These alterations occur between de 6th and 16th weeks
of life during the differentiation of the anterior segment.
Several factors, alone or in combination, may disrupt this
process. Some of them are infectious, genetic, metabolic,
developmental, traumatic, toxic, and idiopathic. An early
diagnosis is important, because proper treatment must be
established to reduce the risk of amblyopia and lifelong
visual impairment. The most frequent etiology of CCO is
PA [5].
The differential diagnosis of PA includes iridocorneal
endothelial syndrome, posterior polymorphous dystrophy,
Axenfeld-Rieger anomaly and syndrome, congenital hereditary endothelial dystrophy, and congenital hereditary
stromal dystrophy. Iridocorneal endothelial syndrome involves three clinical entities: progressive essential iris atrophy, Cogan-Reese syndrome, and Chandler syndrome.
This syndrome presents with abnormalities of the corneal
endothelium, progressive obliteration of the corneal angle,
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and iris anomalies (atrophy and polycoria). These changes
lead to corneal decompensation and secondary glaucoma.
Posterior polymorphous dystrophy presents with iridocorneal adhesions, membranes, and ectropion uveae. This
condition, differing from iridocorneal endothelial syndrome, has a genetic component and is rarely progressive
[9]. Other differential diagnosis is Axenfeld–Rieger syndrome, characterized by Rieger Anomaly (iris hypoplasia
resulting in pseudopolycoria and corectopia) and Axenfeld
Anomaly (anteriorization of Schwalbe’s line of the cornea
with iris adhesions) [10].
Conclusions

CCO are a group of diseases which diagnosis and treatment must be made early, because they have a high risk
of developing amblyopia and lifelong visual impairment.
PA is the most common cause of CCO. The origin of this
anomaly is an abnormal differentiation and migration of
the neural crest cells into the anterior segment of the eye.
PA manifests in the neonatal period with unilateral or bilateral corneal opacity. Glaucoma, cataract, aniridia and
other ocular anomalies may accompany the leucoma. The
definite treatment is a penetrating keratoplasty, but complications such as glaucoma and cataract may also receive
prompt care.
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Figure 1. Biomicroscopic evaluation of the right eye that shows a
leucoma in the corneal stroma and presence of pigment.

Figure 2. Biomicroscopic evaluation of the left eye that shows a leucoma and central opacity of the lens.
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